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Ankle fractures are one of the most common lower extremity injuries with an incidence of approximately 179 per 100,000 people a year.1 As life expectancy continues to rise and adults continue to ...
Fixation Of Posterior Malleolus Fractures: Literature Review And Technical Tips
The surgical definition of the rectum differs from the anatomical definition; surgeons define the rectum as starting at the level of the sacral promontory, while anatomists define the rectum as ...
What is the anatomy of the rectum in relation to rectal cancer?
Badila, Elisabeta Calmac, Lucian Zamfir, Diana Penes, Daniela Weiss, Emma and Bataila, Vlad 2017. Patient-specific Hemodynamic Computations: Application to Personalized Diagnosis of Cardiovascular ...
Wilcox's Surgical Anatomy of the Heart
For descending thoracic aneurysms, endovascular stent grafting is less invasive and is an ideal alternative (with appropriate anatomic considerations) to open repair for patients at high risk for ...
What are the alternatives to open surgical repair of thoracic aortic aneurysm (TAA)?
Psoriasis is the most common skin disease in adults. Current experimental and clinical evidences suggested the infiltrating immune cells could target local skin cells and thus induce psoriatic ...
Single cell transcriptional zonation of human psoriasis skin identifies an alternative immunoregulatory axis conducted by skin resident cells
Literature cited in this review was identified via a broad search of the PUBMED online database for English-language, peer-reviewed publications including search terms such as “ptosis,” “epidemiology, ...
A review of acquired blepharoptosis: prevalence, diagnosis, and current treatment options
What approaches provide optimal outcomes? How do interested surgeons overcome the steep learning curve? When and how should one train in these techniques? What are the relevant indications and ...
Roundtable Insights On Minimally Invasive Bunion Surgery
The suprascapular artery’s two main branches supply blood and oxygen to the upper chest and skin over the shoulder blade.
The Anatomy of the Suprascapular Artery
[1] The relationship between self-concept ... [4] But the mechanics of surgical facial reconstruction must be infused with artistry—a sense of proportion, balance, and scale are needed because ...
Psychology Today
Genesis Software Innovations “GSI,” a company that has created an innovative foundational platform solution in the orthopedic space, announced today that they have received FDA clearance for their ...
Genesis Software Innovations Announces FDA 510(k) Clearance For Preview™ 3D Shoulder Arthroplasty Planning Software
S taar Surgical (STAA) came out with quarterly earnings of $0.20 per share, beating the Zacks Consensus Estimate of $0.02 per share. This compares to earnings of $0.04 per share a year ago. These ...
Staar Surgical (STAA) Q1 Earnings and Revenues Beat Estimates
For most investors, how much a stock's price changes over time is important. This factor can impact your investment portfolio as well as help you compare investment results across sectors and ...
Here's How Much You'd Have If You Invested $1000 in Intuitive Surgical, Inc. a Decade Ago
Standard Bariatrics® announced today that its novel Titan SGS™ stapling technology, designed specifically for bariatric sleeve surgery, has been cleared by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 1 ...
Standard Bariatrics® Titan SGS Stapling Technology for Sleeve Gastrectomy Receives FDA Clearance
Postgraduate training in surgical specialties is one of the longest training programmes in the medical field. Most of the surgical training programmes require 5–6 years of postgraduate training to ...
Surgical training fit for the future: the need for a change
Surgical Information Sciences (SIS), a medical device company focused on improved targeting for deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgery, announced the first use of the SIS System which recently received ...
Surgical Information Sciences Announces First Commercial Use of Recently Cleared Software for Improved Visualization of Brain Targets
Advancements in endograft stent technologies and a shift from open surgical repair to minimal invasive endovascular repair has led to the sizeable market growth The endovascular aneurysm repair market ...
Endovascular Aneurysm Repair Market
Asensus Surgical (ASXC) closed the most recent trading day at $2.10, moving -1.87% from the previous trading session. This change lagged the S&P 500's 0.72% loss on the day. Coming into today, shares ...
Asensus Surgical (ASXC) Dips More Than Broader Markets: What You Should Know
Surgical Theater, the market leader in virtual and augmented reality healthcare services, is the first to combine cutting-edge fighter jet flight simulation technology with a patient's own anatomy ...
Medtronic Partners with Surgical Theater to Provide First Augmented Reality Platform for Use in Real-Time During Complex Cranial Procedures
Surgical Robots Market Analysis from 2021 To 2026 Report, is latest depth analysis market research study published by Fortune Business Insights. According ...
Surgical Robots Market | 2021 Size, Growth Rate, Share, Key Players, Covid-19 Impact Analysis, Regional Outlook and Global Industry Forecast To 2026
Comprising the current and future trends defining the dynamics of this industry vertical, this report also incorporates the regional landscape of Electromagnetic Surgical Navigation System market in ...
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